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PURPOSE OF
STORYBOARDING
-

-

Translate the script into visual language
Pitch and communicate ideas to the director or story
team to improve visual storytelling
Starting point for all other departments to begin prep
work - Design, location scouting, asset preparation,
developing the script.
Quickly and efficiently iterate on the visual language
used to tell the story.
Pitching proof of concept work through an animatic to
get funding

CHARACTERISTICS OF STORYBOARDING
Evolution of storytelling into VR
Speed
Economical for production
Provides several outcomes of a scene
Identifies and emphasizes major beats of a story
Continuity
Using these characteristics we can determine a workflow involving different
types of storyboarding with and for VR

WHY IS VR STORYBOARDING DIFFERENT?
FRAMING
-

Allows to aesthetically compose
the shot
Show the audience what we
want them to see
Create the illusion of depth on a
2D plane
Have full control over the
audience’s experience

In VR we can only suggest framing
through visuals but the user is
given full-freedom to explore in a
frameless environment

FILM? GAME? VR?

Conventional film involves a
passive mode of consumption.
Films are entirely dictated by the
filmmaker.
Most movies have no form of
interactivity apart from
interpretation yet attempts have
been made to cross over Bandersnatch

The default for VR is
engagement and interaction of
the viewer and therefore creates
a grey area between the two
types of entertainment media
Games can benefit greatly from
this extra dimension of interaction
whereas it can pose issues for
filmmaking

Conventional game involves an
active and interactive element.
A player plays an active role in
the story if there is one, whereas
in a fim the story stops when the
viewer stops watching.
Games can afford the removal of
the story element - Tetris

MAJOR PROBLEM IN VR FILM
ATTENTION!
‘Film is all about controlling the viewer’s attention, framing the subject
matter just right to ensure the audience sees exactly what you intend them
to see. In VR, we lose that control. 360 storytelling becomes about letting
the audience go.’
Logan Dwight

PSYCHOLOGICAL METHODS AND
UNDERSTANDING HUMAN BEHAVIOUR
TYPES OF ATTENTION
SELECTIVE - Intensive changes in the environment automatically draws attention
DIVIDED - Attention is divided between actions and events one at a time
SUSTAINED - Everything within the interface must support the user’s concentration for that length of
time
A filmmaker can use this information as a basis for creating a virtual storytelling environment in VR to
support ‘sustained attention’, utilizing methods including intensive changes (Selective attention) within
the VR space that occur one at a time (Divided attention)

SOLVING ATTENTION - Cone of Focus
Controlling the probabilistic areas of user attention by interpreting human behaviour.
Primary Action - is the content you want the user to focus on, the
essential action in your story.
Secondary Action - is the story’s supporting interest. Not
essential to story
Tertiary Action - is the story’s minor supporting details, low
interest elements that do not draw attention.

SOLVING ATTENTION - Guiding action

‘A user’s main focus is usually that 90° cone in front of
them, their peripheral vision extends well beyond that
into the Secondary Action space.’
‘Dramatic shifts in action, lighting, and/or sound within
that space will pull the user’s attention in that
direction.’

ATTENTION DIRECTED THROUGH THE ORIENTATION OF OBJECTS

SOLVING
ATTENTION
Comfortable
viewing angles

Using these estimated viewing angles a filmmaker can
properly estimate the intensity of directing focus from
their front primary action.
(Comfortable viewing angles may vary depending on
seated or standing positions)

SOLVING ATTENTION - DISTANCE
Humans have evolved to pay more attention to objects that are closer
The minimum
comfortable viewing
distance - 0.5-meters
(Oculus recommends a
minimum distance of
0.75-meters).
Beyond 10m the sense of
3D stereoscopic depth
perception diminishes
rapidly until it is almost
unnoticeable beyond
20-meters.
Sweet spot between
0.5-meters to 10.0-meters
where we can place
important content.

POINTS OF INTEREST - (POIs)
Zero POI
Icelandic Rocks
An example of 0 contrast
in visual interest caused
by monotonous visuals.

4+ POI
Japanese Tram
The windows are POIs, the
announcer girl is a POI,
each of the people in the
tram are also potential
POIs.

TYPES OF STORYBOARDING FOR VR
CONVENTIONAL STORYBOARDING
Sketching boards in 2D - Paper boards or digital sketching
STORYBOARD/PREVIS HYBRID
Sketching and animating 2D boards and arranging them in 3D space
PREVIS PHOTOGRAPHY
Creating virtual sets and arranging assets to create boards
STORYBOARDING DIRECTLY IN VR
Utilizing a VR tools for storyboarding and preparing a base for production

Disclaimer : These are a few methods but the approach varies depending on the product produced.

THUMBNAILING
Quickly convert script to
visuals
Identify major story beats
Time-efficient pitching
workflow
Identify areas requiring most
visual emphasis in context of
the story
Storyboarding in VR does not
compete with the speed of
quickly iterating boards using
conventional digital or
traditional methods

CONVENTIONAL STORYBOARDING
Several methods have been
introduced to encourage the
planning of boards in VR.
However given the
advancement of tools within
VR, planning for different
views only allows for a limited
and fixed environment without
suggesting primary, secondary
or tertiary action.
Such methods can easily be
replaced by working directly in
VR after thumbnailing major
beats or within the hybrid
method combining previs and
storyboarding.

STORYBOARD-PREVIS HYBRID
Using evolving software like Blender,
it has become extremely simple to
create entire scenes and animatics by
building basic props and sketching
character performance directly in 3D
space.
PROS
- Easily accessible even without
a VR headset.
- Create basic animatics which
can directly be used for layout
- Play with cameras and explore
options for cinematography and
editing
CONS
- Speed in manipulating sketches are limited in comparison to VR sketching but solves more problems
than conventional methods of storyboarding

PREVIS PHOTOGRAPHY - For Live-action
I AM MOTHER - Storyboarding example
Creating a previs space that can be walked
through in VR and adjusted for prepping
boards before a live-action shoot
PROS
-

Economical in deciding shots in terms
of staging, cinematography, lighting etc.
before building actual sets.

-

Communicates the idea clearly to
different departments

-

Can depict the actual location used in a
shoot.

CONS
-

Requires the headset and hardware power to prepare
the boards
Takes long to build the sets as compared to other
methods

STORYBOARDING DIRECTLY IN VR
ANIMVR & Storyboard VR example
Taking the previous method of hybrid storyboarding
and previsualisation directly into VR, sketching
directly in 3D space while adjusting lines and
strokes.
GENERAL POINTS
-

-

Tools like ANIMVR are being developed for
VR sketching and animation which can
immediately replace previsualisation and
storyboarding after the thumbnail process.
Depending on a camera sequences and
timeline workflow. It has all the required
elements for the storyboarding/previs hybrid
workflow

TERRA TERRA - Using the storyboard / previs hybrid
Re-creating the project in VR
-

-

User can switch between 2 or more
planned cameras within a scene
Action planned around cameras to
support the narrative
Cues as discussed earlier can be used
to direct the attention of the VR user to
change camera or look around to the
primary area of focus
To minimize the different POI’s lighting
can be incorporated to separate the
characters much like a theater
performance

CONCLUSION
Storytelling in VR will heavily depend on understanding the psychology of
people and learning more and more, as filmmakers and entertainment artists, the
methods of design that will actively capture the user’s attention.
Since film poses many difficulties in allowing a fine balance between active and
passive engagement, a story artist and filmmaker must actively participate in
identifying the key elements of the story efficiently and effectively to then
proceed in developing and employing methods that support guiding the
user’s attention in VR.

